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Abstract. Currently, one of the big problems in the Internet is the counteraction 

against the spread of harmful information. The paper considers models, 

algorithms and a common technique for choosing measures to counter harmful 

information, based on an assessment of the semantic content of information 

objects under conditions of uncertainty. Methods of processing incomplete, 

contradictory and fuzzy knowledge are used. Two cases of the algorithm 

implementation to eliminate the uncertainties in the assessment and categorization 

of the semantic content of information objects are analyzed. The first case is 

focused on processing fuzzy data. The second case is based on using an artificial 

neural network. An experimental evaluation of the proposed technique have 

shown that the use of both cases makes it possible to eliminate uncertainties of 

any type and, thereby, to increase the efficiency of choosing measures to counter 

harmful information. 

Keywords: harmful information, assessment, countermeasures, semantic content, 

information objects, uncertainty. 

1. Introduction 

At present the Internet and social networks, which can be represented as large sets of 

interconnected digital network information objects, are becoming one of the most 

important threats to personal, public and state information security. This determines the 

need to protect the individual, society and the state from information that spreads 

through information and telecommunication networks and is capable to harm the health 

of citizens or motivate them to unlawful behavior. For example, the United States has 

laws that protect children's Internet and protect children from harmful content posted on 

the Internet. In the UK, Canada and many other countries, systems are used to block 

blacklisted sites with harmful content. However, the presence of such systems 

responsible for blocking harmful content on the Internet and social networks does not 

mean that the problem of protecting against harmful information has been solved. At the 

moment, the detection of harmful sites and messages and the formation of black lists is 

carried out, as a rule, in manual mode.  

In scientific and methodological terms, the problem of protection from harmful 

information has only a small number of scientific and technical solutions. We can say 

that the methodology for countering harmful information is at the initial stage of 
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development and implementation. This is fully true for the task of choosing measures to 

counter harmful information. The solution to this problem should be based on solutions 

for the development and application of content analysis tools, as well as software and 

hardware for detecting, evaluating and countering harmful information. At the same 

time, the concept of harmful (detrimental, dangerous, destructive) information means 

such information that is prohibited from being distributed on the Internet or social 

networks by current legislation. 

Determination of reliable estimates of digital network content requires that, in order 

to increase the objectivity of its analysis and make adequate decisions to counter 

harmful information, data processing is carried out taking into account their uncertainty. 

This task is of particular relevance for making decisions and choosing specific measures 

to counter harmful information in real-life conditions. Consequently, models, 

algorithms and methods for evaluating information objects, as well as choosing means 

of countering harmful information should underlie the operation of systems for 

intelligent analytical processing of digital network content. The main purpose of such 

systems should be the detection, analysis and counteraction of harmful information. 

Systems for intelligent analytical processing of network information objects can 

perform many different functions and consist of many different components. In 

particular, the components of distributed scanning of information objects, as well as 

their classification and categorization in accordance with the categories (or types) of 

harmful information established by law, are mandatory. However, the uncertainty of 

information available in information objects leads to a significant decrease in the 

efficiency of these components. Therefore, the component of eliminating the ambiguity 

of the semantic content of information objects, as well as the component for choosing 

countermeasures, should also be included among the basic components of such systems. 

In this regard, the purpose of this work is to clarify the functionality of the uncertainty 

elimination component and the countermeasures selection component, determine their 

interrelationships in the analysis of information flows, and develop models, algorithms 

and methods for selecting measures to counter harmful  information based on an 

assessment of the semantic content of information objects under uncertainty. 

The research was firstly presented at International Conference on INnovations in 

Intelligent SysTems and Applications (INISTA) 2020 [1]. In this paper we detailed and 

extended the description of countermeasure selection techniques and provided listing of 

the countermeasure selection algorithm. Besides we have added the second 

computational experiment for eliminating incompleteness and inconsistency of source 

data while in the research provided at INISTA 2020 we demonstrated only the first 

computational experiment that allows eliminating fuzziness. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works on selection 

of countermeasures against harmful information considering uncertainty of observation 

data. Section 3 provides a general algorithm for uncertainty elimination. Section 4 

discusses the methods, models, techniques and algorithms for selection of 

countermeasures against harmful information. Section 5 describes two computational 

experiments and obtained results. Section 6 gives conclusions and future research 

directions. 
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2. Related Work 

Despite the fact that in recent years some solutions on individual components of this 

kind of protection systems [2-20] have been suggested, they are either at the initial stage 

of development and implementation, or do not implement the full range of expected 

capabilities. So, in [2-7] the mechanisms for detecting and counteracting harmful 

information in network information objects are considered. These papers set out 

solutions for determining reliable estimates of digital network content. The mechanisms 

considered in them are based on methods of information classification, methods of 

intelligent data processing and spam filtering. However, these mechanisms are not 

focused on working in conditions of semantic uncertainty of information content. 

The works [8-10] consider various methods of analyzing social networks to detect and 

select measures to counter harmful information. In [8], algorithms for searching by 

event description, identifying users of various networks, and searching by user groups 

are often used to detect harmful information. Methods for quantitative and qualitative 

assessment of information impacts in social networks, based on tabular and graphical 

tools for representing metrics and calculating metrics, are discussed in [9]. In [10] 

approaches to determine the demographic characteristics of users of social networks are 

considered. However, since there are other sources of unwanted information in addition 

to social networks, these approaches cannot be considered universal.  

Many works suggest using traffic analysis methods based on the classification of web 

pages to detect and counteract unwanted information. Thus, in [11], methods based on 

content analysis of the internal properties of web pages are considered. In [12, 13], it is 

proposed to use a binary classifier based on identifying groups of internal properties of 

HTML documents, which is used to train systems for classifying web pages. Methods 

for training classifiers in order to detect and counter malicious information based on a 

combination of significant functions of web pages are discussed in [14]. However, all 

the methods presented in [11-14] are focused on the analysis of web content. Thus, they 

also cannot cover all sources of harmful information and types of countermeasures. 

In some works, it is proposed to implement methods for detecting and countering 

harmful information based on the results of evaluating the semantic content of 

information objects using algorithms for classifying web content topics. For example, 

the papers [15, 16] describe an approach to searching for harmful information based on 

URL addresses. The advantage of this approach is to reduce the many characteristics of 

malicious information that need to be analyzed, which entails a reduction in the range of 

countermeasures. Another popular approach is to use it to analyze links in web content. 

In [17, 18], based on this approach, a procedure for hierarchical classification of web 

content is proposed. However, the application of these methods is limited. An 

interesting method proposed in [19] is the search and extraction of meaningful text from 

tags with the subsequent application of the classifier to the obtained samples. The same 

approach in combination with methods of counteracting harmful information is 

mentioned in [20]. But their application takes a significant amount of time.  

Taking into account real conditions in the process of identifying and countering 

harmful information requires the use of modern approaches, in which the processing 

and assessment of the properties of harmful information is carried out under conditions 

of uncertainty. In some works, these approaches are based on methods, models and 

algorithms for eliminating uncertainty. In [21-24], approaches are considered in which 

the processing of uncertain information of various types, as well as decision support, are 
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implemented using artificial neural networks. In [25, 26], it is offered to use fuzzy sets 

for these purposes. Neural fuzzy networks are proposed to be used for obsolescence of 

uncertainty in [27]. However, it should be noted that the application of these methods to 

detect and counteract malicious information is a rather difficult task. On the other hand, 

a great advantage of these methods is that they allow you to choose measures to counter 

harmful information based on an assessment of the semantic content of information 

objects in conditions of uncertainty. These approaches will form the basis of the 

solutions considered in this paper. 

Thus, the analysis of known approaches, methods and solutions for the detection and 

counteraction of harmful information shows that reliable control of the semantic content 

of information objects is a complex process that requires the combined use of various 

mechanisms. However, the task of developing existing methods for choosing measures 

to counter harmful information is still relevant. Methods for detecting and countering 

harmful information should be focused on processing poorly formalized (incomplete, 

inconsistent and fuzzy) data. It is necessary to use additional expert opinions and 

dynamic (changing) knowledge. The solutions discussed below are focused on the 

implementation of such approaches. 

3. General Algorithm for Eliminating Uncertainty 

Information objects are natural language text, media content, embedded parts of other 

information objects, executable scripts, domain names, IP addresses, etc. Solving the 

problem of assessing and categorizing the semantic content of information objects is an 

important stage for detecting harmful information, making decisions and countering 

harmful information. Elimination of ambiguity (namely, fuzziness, incompleteness and 

inconsistency) when solving this problem is a necessary condition for its successful 

solution in real subject areas, when the initial data are exposed to various factors of 

uncertainty. Such factors, for example, include noise when measuring, modeling, or 

observing the attributes of the semantic content of information objects. These attributes 

can be textual, graphic, numeric, logical, ordinal, nominal, etc. Among the various types 

of uncertainty, the most significant are ambiguity (fuzziness) and insufficiency 

(incompleteness, inconsistency) of the initial data. 

Uncertainty inherent in the initial data of the tasks of detecting, evaluating and 

making decisions on counteracting harmful information can arise due to the non-

stationarity of the information flow, fuzziness, incompleteness and inconsistency in 

identifying features of harmful information, the dynamics of the security system, the 

impact of destabilizing (often antagonistic) environmental factors, and also due to the 

presence of ambiguity of goals and the inconsistency of the tasks of detecting and 

countering harmful information. 

The common algorithm for eliminating the uncertainty of the initial data for the 

problem of identifying harmful properties of information will be called the algorithm for 

eliminating uncertainty for assessing and categorizing the semantic content of 

information objects based on methods of processing fuzzy, incomplete and 

contradictory knowledge. This algorithm includes the following steps: 

1. Input undefined harmful information’s features and type of uncertainty 

(fuzziness or incompleteness and inconsistency). 
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2. If harmful information’s features are fuzzy specified go to step 3 (steps 3-7 

allow the experts to specify weight matrices of harmful information’s features in 

advance), otherwise go to step 10. 

3. Specification of the fuzzy harmful information’s features system and initial 

membership functions of fuzzy sets. 

4. Matching of the expert opinions on adding of the specific information objects’ 

semantic content features to the harmful information’s features set. 

5. If there is one expert (i=1), go to 9 else go to 6. 

6. Specification of the membership functions of fuzzy sets by the next expert 

(i=i+1).  

7. Calculation of the common experts’ opinion on adding of the specific 

information objects’ semantic content features to the harmful information’s 

features set (disjunctive sum). 

8. If there is the next expert, go to 6 else 9. 

9. Final choice of the specific information objects’ semantic content features for 

the harmful information’s features set (based on the max of preference function). 

10. Generation of weight matrices Wm and W∑ for two-layer artificial neural 

network. 

11. Activation of artificial neural network’s input layer. 
12. Initial setting of neurons of artificial neural network’s output layer. 
13. Bringing of input layer neurons to the state of second layer neurons. 

14. Calculation of states of output layer neurons. 

15. If artificial neural network is stable go to step 16 else go to step 13. 

16. Sum values of weight coefficients.  

17. Final choice of the specific information objects’ semantic content features for 

the harmful information’s features set (based on the max value of elements of 

sum output weight coefficients’ vector). 

18. Output the results: final harmful information’s features considering uncertainty 
elimination in scope of fuzzy and conflicting knowledge processing. 

The algorithm for eliminating uncertainty in the assessment and categorization of the 

semantic content of information objects is based on the use of the mathematical theory 

of fuzzy sets [25, 26]. The central link of the algorithm is a decision support mechanism 

for adding the analyzed fuzzy characteristics of information in digital network content 

to the set of features of malicious information (steps 3–9 of the algorithm). The criterion 

for the harmfulness of the processed semantic content in its assessment and 

classification is the excess of the features of dubious information characteristics in the 

semantic content of information objects of the threshold value (α-level of the preference 

function). The analyzed attributes of the semantic content include the presence, 

quantity, or nomenclature (severity) of questionable informational characteristics. The 

identification of the fuzzy character of harmful information is implemented based on the 

opinions of experts. To determine the subjective measure of confidence that this 

information belongs to a fuzzy set of characteristics of malicious information, 

membership functions are used. To combine several subjective confidence measures 

(that is, the opinions of several experts), mathematical operations of addition, union, 

intersection and disjunctive sum of fuzzy sets are used.  

The algorithm also implements the elimination of uncertainty in the assessment and 

categorization of the semantic content of information objects using artificial neural 

networks. The neural network mechanism [21-24] for searching and predicting the 
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relationship between the features of the semantic content of information objects is 

specified in steps 10-17 of the algorithm. The purpose of this mechanism is reasonable 

adding of the analyzed incomplete and inconsistency features of information within 

digital network content to harmful information’s features set. The principle of operation 

of this mechanism is that if there is at least one function that is guaranteed to be 

included in the set of functions of malicious information, it is possible to generate an 

input set of functions that takes into account incomplete and incompatible relationships 

of all functions. After that, an artificial neural network is put into operation. With its 

help, it is possible to obtain at the output a set of features of malicious information with 

coefficients (elements) characterizing the weight (severity) of features of malicious 

information. These coefficients make it possible to evaluate and classify dubious 

information as harmful. 

The output result of the algorithm is a given system of features of the semantic 

content of information objects, which uniquely determines whether or not a particular 

information is harmful. Thus, the developed algorithm makes it possible, in conditions 

of uncertainty, to identify harmful information, as well as to form the initial data for 

making a decision on counteracting harmful information. 

4. Models, Algorithm and Technique for Selecting 

Countermeasures 

This section describes the developed technique for counteracting against harmful 

information and the related models and algorithm.  

The technique is based on the decision-making theory, including multi criteria 

optimization methods. Input of the technique is as follows: (1) harmful objects; (2) 

available countermeasures. The main stages of the technique are: (1) generating models 

of information objects, information system, countermeasures and counteracting process; 

(2) selecting countermeasures. The output of the technique is the set of selected 

countermeasures. 

We specified the following models considering subjects and objects participating in 

countermeasure selection process: information system model, information object model, 

countermeasure model, model of counteracting against harmful information. 

An information system IS, where counteracting is implemented, is Internet. It 

incorporates objects IO and communication means IC. Thus, information system model 

is specified as follows: IS = (IO, IC). The objects can be physical or informational. The 

developed model is limited with information objects. Communication is interaction 

between two or more objects and/or subjects. Communication between the information 

objects can be determined based on the existing references. In the developed model a 

subject can be represented as some information object, for example, a profile in social 

network or on some web site (in this case communication is determined based on the 

profile’s friends and groups), or as a property of information object, for example a 

counter of visitors for the web page. Communication can be physical or logical. The 

developed model is limited with logical communications represented as follows:  

IC  IO × IO.  

We specify information object IO as follows: 
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IO = <size, role, hltype, type, state, ioaud, saud>, 

where 

     size – a size of information object, it can take values {s, m, l}, where s – small, m 

– medium, l – large;  

    role – a role of information object, it can take values {s, r, u}, where s – sender, r 

– recipient, u – user;  

    hltype – a type of information object, it can take values {h, n}, where h – harmful 

objects, n – not harmful objects; 

    type – a more detailed type of information object, it can take values {ter, hea, por, 

dru, cru, none}, where ter – an information object containing public calls for terrorism 

and extremism; hea – the information objects containing information harmful for 

people’s (especially children’s) health, and moral and spiritual development; por – an 

information object with pornography propaganda; dru – the information objects 

containing information on ways of development, production and use of drugs and 

committing suicide, as well as swearing; cru – an information object containing direct 

calls for violence and cruelty (e.g. war), ethnic and religious hatred, or hostility in the 

content information; none – not applicable (if hltype is n); 

    state – a state of compromise of information object in case of harmful information 

impact, it can take values {compr, nonc}, where compr – object is compromised by the 

harmful information, nonc – object is not compromised; 

    ioaud – audience of the information object that is an array of links on information 

objects that are linked with the sender by communications and that are recipients of the 

objects (can be null); 

     saud – real number (if there is a counter of visitors of information object) or 

expert assessment of subjects who are the recipients of the object (can be 0). 

Information objects can be classified into small objects IOs, medium objects IOm and 

large objects IOl depending on their size. We consider post, message, comment, media 

object, etc. as IOs, web page, group, channel, etc. as IOm and information system, web 

site, social network, messenger, etc. as IOl. These classes are related as follows: 

IOs  IOm  IOl.  

Each information object has a role. The roles are as follows: sender (subset Rs of IO), 

recipient (subset Rr of IO), and user (subset Ru of IO). Rs propagate harmful (or not) 

information. Ru incorporates all information objects that are connected with the 

considered information objects via IC and form the audience Au of information object 

(ioaud). Some users represented with information objects are the recipients of 

information object: RrRu, RrAu. A subset Rr can be empty. Other users that form 

the rest part of the Au get information object unintentionally. 

Information object can be harmful or not. Harmful object if its role is sender (namely 

role=s and hltype=h) affects the audience as follows: 

1. Audience compromise state becomes compr (this is relevant for ioaud and saud). 

2. Harmful information propagation, i.e. the part of the audience Rrioaud 

becomes senders Rs. While some information objects counted by saud can also 

become senders, it is difficult to trace if they have propagated harmful 

information.  

Thus, harmful object affects information system state as follows: { , }i ik k
IO IC  

becomes { , }j jk k
IO IC , where ki – previous harmful object number, kj – current harmful 
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object number. For m known information objects from 
kjIO  (m=[0;M], where M – 

number of elements in ioaud of this harmful object) the following parameters are 

changed: role becomes s, hltype becomes h, type becomes ter, hea, por, dru or cru 

(depending on considered harmful object type), and state becomes compr. It should be 

noticed that number of compromised information objects are  

i ji j
k kk k

saud ioaud saud ioaud saud     , while 
jk

m

saud saud . 

The countermeasures should eliminate impacts on the audience and stop harmful 

information propagation. The countermeasures can be taken against: 

1. Information object with sender role. Such measures should be taken if an 

audience of the harmful object is huge and information object is contrary to the 

laws of the country. In this case the following countermeasures can be taken: 

removal (or block); a warning. 

2. Information objects from the audience of harmful information object. Such 

measures can be taken in case of low popularity of the sender to stop harmful 

information propagation or prevent access to harmful information. In this case 

the countermeasure of informing type can be taken. Thus, to stop harmful 

information propagation a warning about an illegality of content and 

responsibility for its distribution can be provided; to prevent access to harmful 

information a warning that content is for the appropriate age category can be 

provided.  

We specify countermeasure rm from RM (set of countermeasures) as follows:  

rm=<rm_class, rm_type, rm_cost, rm_ef>, 

where 

     rm_class – class of countermeasure (barrier, disguise, informing or enforcement);  

     rm_type – size of the information object (small, medium, or large);  

     rm_cost – countermeasure cost;  

     rm_role – role of information object (sender or recipient);  

     rm_ef – efficiency of the countermeasure;  

     rm_cd – collateral damage from the countermeasure implementation. 

Countermeasure cost is represented by the weight that depends on the 

countermeasure intrinsic cost, cost of implementation and maintenance, considering 

complexity of implementation and maintenance and required resources. 

Efficiency of the countermeasure is represented as weight that depends on the ratio of 

recipients that won’t be compromised in case of countermeasure implementation to the 

common number of recipients that would be compromised otherwise. 

Collateral damage is represented as weight that depends on additional losses in case 

of countermeasure implementation, for example financial losses in case of web site 

blocking. 

The countermeasure model is used to specify counteracting model. The 

countermeasure affects information system state: {IO, IC} become {IO
l
,IC

l
}, where l – 

countermeasure number. For j information objects from IO
l
 (j=[0;N], where N –number 

of elements in ioaud of the harmful object that were affected by the countermeasure), an 

information object is deleted or its following parameters are modified: role become r or 

u, hltype become n, type become none, and state become nonc. For d connections from 

IC
l
 (d=[0;D], where D – number of links between harmful object and connected objects 
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that were affected by the countermeasure), an information connection is deleted. 

Besides, saud∑ decreased. 

The specified models are used to formalize the algorithm of counteracting against 

harmful information. We set the following requirements to the counteraction algorithm: 

(1) it should consider size of harmful information; (2) it should consider harmful 

information audience (size and age); (3) it should select the countermeasures that 

provide maximum efficiency and have minimum cost.  

In scope of the counteraction algorithm development the input data for 

countermeasure selection (that are the output data of the previous stages) are as follows: 

size of information object (size parameter of object’s model), role of information object 

(role parameter of object’s model), high level type of information object (hltype 

parameter of object’s model), and detailed type of information object (type parameter of 

object’s model). Thus, we have information to satisfy the first requirement.  

To satisfy the rest two requirements to the counteraction algorithm some additional 

information is required. Thus, to consider harmful information’s audience (information 

objects that are linked with the sender ioaud and not linked recipients of the object 

saud) additional harmful information propagation algorithm is developed. It is based on 

search of linked objects and changing of their state to compromised. Size and age of the 

harmful information’s audience is calculated considering these compromised objects 

and their traffic (using counters).  

Countermeasure efficiency (that is specified in the countermeasure model as rm_ef) 

is calculated as ratio of recipients that won’t be compromised in case of countermeasure 

implementation, both number of information objects from ioaud with state compr and 

saud, to the common number of recipients that would be compromised otherwise. While 

countermeasure cost (rm_cost in the countermeasure model) is specified by the experts 

manually. Besides, in counteraction algorithm class of countermeasure (that is selected 

depending on the harmful information type) and size of the information object are 

considered. The pseudocode of the counteraction algorithm is provided below: 

1. Input io from IO where state=compr, hltype=h, role=s.  

2. Input io class, io type.  

3. Calculate direct ioaud for io.  

4. Determine saud size, saud age for io.  

5. Calculate propagated ioaud for io.  

6. Determine propagated saud size, saud age for io.  

7. Determine cms for io considering role, class, type, propagated 

ioaud, propagated saud size, propagated saud age, rm_class, 

rm_type.  

8. For each countermeasure c from cms:  

8.1.     Determine rm_cost.  

8.2.     Determine rm_ef.  

9. Select scms from cms with min rm_cost and max rm_ef.  

10. Output scms. 

Step 7 of the algorithm above is implemented based on the set of rules. The 

following classes of countermeasures can be outlined:  

1. Barrier, namely, filtering of information objects and blocking of information 

sources using software. This measure can be implemented by the information 

object that has sender role (e.g. filtering of messages on the web site) and 

recipient role (e.g. parental control software, filtering options within operation 

system) as well.  
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2. Disguise (or distraction) can be implemented on the part of sender by adding 

distracting content, e.g. message or picture.  

3. Informing, should be implemented on the sender part to motivate the recipients 

to avoid information object. For example, it can be implemented using warning 

message about illegality of the content, or age category of content.  

4. Enforcement are the measures implemented as the result of laws, such as 

deleting of information or user blocking that can be implemented on the sender 

side, or web-site blocking that can be implemented on the domain management 

level. 

On step 7 of the algorithm the rule-based technique for countermeasures list 

determination is used. It outputs the set of possible countermeasures cms considering 

role of information object (sender s, recipient r, or user u), size of information object 

(small s, medium m, large l), type of information object (public calls for terrorism and 

extremism ter, information harmful for people’s health hea, pornography propaganda 

por, information on ways of development, production and use of drugs and committing 

suicide dru, direct calls for violence and cruelty cru, or none), and total audience size 

ioaud and saud and age, and rm_class (barrier, disguise, informing or enforcement) and 

rm_type (size of the information object small, medium, or large). Examples of rules for 

step 7:  

 “if role = s and size = s and type = ter and total audience size<3000 and 

age>18 select countermeasures where rm_class=disguise or informing and 

rm_type=small”;  

 “if role = u and size = s and type = hea and total audience size<3000 and 

age>18 select countermeasures where rm_class=barrier or informing and 

rm_type=small”. 

If more than one countermeasure c is selected, on steps 8-9 of the proposed algorithm 

the multicriteria optimization is used. 

5. Experiments and Discussion 

In order to test the feasibility of implementing the proposed algorithms for eliminating 

uncertainties and choosing countermeasures, a computational experiment was carried 

out to refine the features of malicious information based on the mathematics of fuzzy 

sets. Below we consider the operation of a branch of this algorithm, which uses methods 

for processing fuzzy knowledge (namely, calculating a disjunctive sum). 

There is initial set of fuzzy specified harmful information’s features. The expert 

opinions are specified. That is initial membership functions of fuzzy sets that 

characterize preliminary, fuzzy specified harmful information set, for example: 

                                                                       

                                          
 , 

(1) 

where  

                – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information harmful for 

people’s (especially children’s) health, and moral and spiritual development;  
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                – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information containing 

public calls for terrorism and extremism in traffic;  

                – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information with 

pornography propaganda;  

                – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information containing 

data on ways of development, production and use of drugs and committing suicide, as 

well as swearing; and  

               – abnormal deviation of the average amount of direct calls for violence 

and cruelty, ethnic and religious hatred, or hostility in the content information;  

       – membership function of fuzzy set, can take values from 0 to 1. 

The disjunctive sum of two fuzzy sets A
~

 and B
~

characterizing the opinions of the 

first and second experts, accordingly, is specified using unions and intersections as 

follows: 

                       , (2) 

where     and    – complements of these fuzzy sets. 

The membership function for j-th harmful information’s feature looks as follows: 

                                                         

                             

Opinion of the first expert (A) about the assessment and categorization of each 

feature from the listed above (1) as harmful information’s feature can be represented as 

fuzzy set: 

                                                                               

Opinion of the second expert (B) about the assessment and categorization of each 

feature from the listed above as harmful information’s feature can be represented as 

similar fuzzy set: 

                                                                            

The complements of these fuzzy sets are as follows: 

                                                                            

                                                                             

Intersections of these fuzzy sets are as follows: 

                                                                                       

                                                                                   

Finally, a union of these fuzzy sets will give the results of disjunctive summation. 

These results characterize aggregated opinion of two experts about the assessment and 

categorization of each feature from the listed above as harmful information’s feature: 
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If there are more than two experts, an opinion of the third expert is specified. The 

aggregated opinion of two previous experts is used as one opinion and all cycle is 

repeated till there are experts. As the result we get aggregated opinion of experts based 

on fuzzy knowledge processing. 

Let us introduce threshold value of membership function describing a preference of 

adding the information object’ semantic content features to the set of harmful 

information’s features as тр 0,6.  

Further, for the purpose of the final selection of the features of the semantic content 

of information objects and their inclusion in the set of characteristics of malicious 

information, the maximum preference function is used.  

The membership function value chart describing a criterion for assessment and 

categorization in fuzzy conditions is represented in Fig. 1. The results of experimental 

computations show that the fuzzy sets math allows eliminating this type of input data 

uncertainty while assessing and categorizing information objects’ semantic content 

using the fuzzy knowledge processing methods.  

The state of values of membership functions (for the considered example) should be 

interpreted as a forecast of the guaranteed preference of adding the specific content 

feature to the set of harmful information’s features. 

 

Fig. 1. The results of computational experiment 

This state (see Fig. 1) for the k-th step of analytical processing of digital network 

content and for the considered example is characterized by the low preference of adding 

the following features to the harmful information set: 

)(porn kx  – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information with 

pornography propaganda;  

)(drug kx  – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information containing 

data on ways of development, production and use of drugs and committing suicide, as 

well as swearing; and  

)(war kx  – abnormal deviation of the average amount of direct calls for violence and 

cruelty, ethnic and religious hatred, or hostility in the content information. 
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These directions (pornography, drugs and war propaganda) in the content do not 

exceed the threshold now and they are not harmful. Severity preference is given to the 

following features as to the most harmful (for the considered example): 

)(chil kx  – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information harmful for 

people’s (especially children’s) health, and moral and spiritual development;  

)(terr kx  – abnormal deviation of the average amount of information containing 

public calls for terrorism and extremism in traffic.  

These are an abnormal deviation of the average amount of information harmful for 

children’s health and average amount of information containing public calls for 

terrorism. The countermeasures should be implemented against these threats. The 

calculations were implemented for sample data. They characterize weight of specific 

feature in the tasks of harmful information detection and counteraction.  

Another example of implementation of the proposed algorithms (for uncertainty 

elimination and countermeasure selection) is the second computational experiment on 

specification of harmful information features on the basis of mathematical algorithms of 

artificial neural networks theory. 

Let us to consider an example of operation of the second branch of common 

algorithm for uncertainty elimination. This branch operates using methods of processing 

of incomplete and conflicting data using artificial neural networks [21-24]. 

In scope of implementation of this branch of the common algorithm we use the 

neural network based mathematical procedure for elimination of incompleteness and 

inconsistency of assessment and categorization of information objects’ semantic content 

features. Two-layer artificial neural network is the basis of the second branch of 

uncertainty elimination algorithm (steps 10-17 of the algorithm described in Section 3). 

This branch is developed to search and forecast interconnections between the 

information objects’ semantic content features. As a result, it allows taking the 

reasonable decision on including (or not) the analyzed incompletely or contradictory 

specified features of information circulating in digital web content into the set of 

features of harmful information. 

Mathematical essence of the neural network-based branch of the common algorithm 

for uncertainty elimination (steps 10-17 of the algorithm described in Section 3) is as 

follows. We determine at least one feature guaranteed to be included in the set of 

features of harmful information, first. We construct input feature vector        
   using 

two-layer artificial neural network. This vector        
   considers incomplete and 

conflicting interconnections of all features (based on opinion of E experts). We get 

output harmful information’s feature vector with coefficients (elements) characterizing 

weight (severity) of these features based on the results of solving the problem of neural 

network transformation (steps 10-17 of the common algorithm). The results of these 

computations allow assessing and categorizing information as harmful on step 18 of the 

common algorithm (considering incompleteness and inconsistency of input data).  

The proposed model for selecting “important” (sensitive) harmful information’s 

features in the conditions of incompleteness and inconsistency allows filtering the 

subjective values and obtain knowledge empirically based on experts’ opinion. 

Let empirical data have the form of a protocol: 

       
              , 
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where vector       
         

         
             

   is vector of input features (in terms of 

artificial neural networks it is input vector A) that considers incomplete and conflicting 

interconnections of all j = 1, …, P harmful information’s features according to the 

opinion of i-th expert from the set E of experts. 

The vector characterizing “importance”, for example, for each of 5 (five) previously 

considered harmful information’s features can be common illustrative example: 

      
  = (1, 0, 0, 1, –1). 

This vector is character representation of the expression: “According to the opinion 

of the first expert “importance” of the harmful information’s features is as follows: the 

first feature        (its physical meaning is        ) and the fourth feature        (its 

physical meaning is        ) are “important” (sensitive/valuable), the fifth feature        

(its physical meaning is       ) is not “important” (not sensitive), for the rest features of 

harmful information (the second and the third)        (its physical meaning is        ) and 

       (its physical meaning is           ) an opinion of the first expert is absent (it is 

equal to 0)”. 

For our computational experiment, assume that at a given time the feature        (the 

unit element of the input vector A) is guaranteed “important” (valuable/sensitive) 

feature of harmful information. This feature characterizes        – abnormal deviation 

of the average amount of direct calls for violence and cruelty, ethnic and religious 

hatred, or hostility in the content information. Other features of harmful information are 

undetermined. To get reasonable results of semantic content assessment and detect 

harmful information it is required to reconstruct the rest components of vector of 

“important” (valuable/sensitive) harmful information’s features. In process of operation 

the two-layer artificial neural network reconstructs the rest components of vector A. Let 

us to consider this process with an example. 

Suppose we are interested in the components of the vector characterizing 

“importance” of all harmful information’s features considering that the fifth feature is 

obligatory for inclusion in the list of “dangerous” features, i.e.        value 

characterizing “importance” of this feature is equal to “1”. Let us to pre-normalize the 

increments of all features relative to the scale of the activation function. Let the 

activation function have a stepwise form: 

inp

inp inp

inp

1, 1;

( ) 0, 0 1

1, 0.

Y

f Y Y

Y

 


  

 

. 

Then        value characterizing “importance” of harmful information’s feature        

will correspond to the output value of fifth neuron that is equal to 1, while input vector 

will take the form A = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1). In other words, the two-layer artificial neural 

network takes as input     = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1).  

Then, considering mathematical essence of the second neural network based branch 

of the common algorithm for uncertainty elimination (steps 10-17 of the algorithm 

described in Section 3), the output vector В = (b1, b2, b3, b4, b5) of the two-layer artificial 

neural network consequentially takes the following values: 

В(0) = f([0; 0; 0; 0; 1]) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1]; 

В(1) = f([0,667; – 0,333; 1; 1; 0]) = [0, – 1, 1, 1, 1]; 
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В(2) = f([3; – 0,667; 4; 4; 7]) = [1, – 1, 1, 1, 1]; 

В(3) = f([3; – 1,667; 4,667; 4,333; 7,667])= [1, – 1, 1, 1, 1]; 

В(4) = f([3; – 1,667; 4,667; 4,333; 7,667])= [1, – 1, 1, 1, 1]; 

В(5) = f([3; – 1,667; 4,667; 4,333; 7,667])= [1, – 1, 1, 1, 1]. 

The obtained results characterize intermediate and final dependencies of harmful 

information’s features weight (“importance”/value/severity), i.e. characterize total 

preference (from the experts’ point of view) of including of these features, that should 

be assessed in scope of detection and counteraction against harmful information, into 

the set of dangerous features. These results can be represented graphically as a diagram 

(Fig. 2). 

As it can be seen from the diagram (Fig.2) the two-layer artificial neural network 

designed in the interests of evaluating the semantic content for the search and detection 

of harmful information, has stabilized after the third tact (step). Thus, using such 

artificial neural network containing two layers of neurons it is possible to implement 

assessment and short term normative weight (“importance”/value/severity) forecasting 

for harmful information’s features in the conditions of incompleteness and 

inconsistency of input data. 

The results of solving of the second computational experiment (example) allow 

constructing the vector of sensitive for the given conditions harmful information’s 

features with a high degree of objectivity using accumulated in the neural network data. 

They allow selecting the volume and nomenclature of harmful information’s features 

for including into the set of dangerous features mathematically correct and as 

objectively as possible. Moreover, the set of dangerous, obvious features constructed in 

the interests of detecting and counteracting harmful information, will be guaranteed to 

include such “important” (sensitive) features as        ( its physical meaning is        ), 

       ( its physical meaning is           ),        ( its physical meaning is        ) and 

       ( its physical meaning is       ) and won’t include the feature        (its physical 

meaning is        ). 
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Fig. 2. Graph of the dependence of the weight (“importance”) of the harmful information`s 

features on the cycle (step) of calculation new states of neurons of the output layer 

Thus, the second computational experiment was considered. This experiment is 

based on the second neural network based branch of the common algorithm for 

uncertainty elimination (steps 10-17 of the algorithm described in Section 3). The 

experiment demonstrated that this algorithm allows eliminating incompleteness and 

inconsistency of source data. This distinguishes it from the first branch of the common 

algorithm for uncertainty elimination (steps 3-9 of the algorithm described in Section 3) 

that is considered in the first computational experiment and allows eliminating 

fuzziness. 

The results of the computational experiments demonstrate that application of both 

branches of the common algorithm (described in Section 3) allows eliminating 

uncertainty of any type while constructing the set of dangerous explicit features for 

decision making in order to detect and counteract against harmful information. 

6. Conclusion 

The paper proposed a novel approach to developing the methodological foundations for 

harmful information’s features assessment and decision making on counteracting 

against harmful information propagation considering uncertainty in data observations. 

These tasks were specified, and two variants of implementation of harmful 

information’s countermeasures selection process were introduced. The stages of 

common algorithm for uncertainty elimination while assessing and categorizing 

information objects’ semantic content using methods for fuzzy, incomplete and 

conflicting knowledge processing are specified for determination of input data for 

harmful information counteracting task. Thus, the common scheme of the process of 

eliminating uncertainty in semantic content of information objects and the selection of 

countermeasures against harmful information were described within the framework of 
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the common architecture of the system for intelligent analytical processing of network 

content. 

We developed the models, algorithm and technique for harmful information’s 

countermeasures selection on the basis of the proposed scheme for uncertainty 

elimination. The techniques include the information system model, harmful information 

counteracting model (including countermeasure model) and the harmful information 

counteracting algorithm. For the countermeasure selection we use traditional decision 

support theory methods and multicriteria optimization methods.  

On the basis of the proposed scheme for eliminating uncertainty, models, an 

algorithm and a technique for selecting means of countering harmful information were 

developed. These solutions include an information system model, a harmful information 

counteracting model (including a countermeasure model), and a harmful information 

counteracting algorithm. To select countermeasures, traditional methods of decision 

support theory and methods of multicriteria optimization are used. 

The future research will be devoted to enhancement of the developed algorithms and 

tools for harmful information’s countermeasures selection. It is planned to make the 

proposed algorithms more universal, so that they would allow evaluating the 

characteristics of harmful information and choosing countermeasures taking into 

account both non-stochastic and probabilistic uncertainties. 
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